# Writing Energy-Efficient Windows* Store Applications for Mobile Devices

## Impact of CPU Utilization on Platform Power
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1. Introduction

Mobile devices are everywhere today, like smartphones, tablets, Ultrabook™ devices, etc. All of them are powered by batteries. Battery life time is critical to end users because everyone wants the battery to last as longer as possible.

The power drain has direct impact on the battery life time. It is affected by the whole mobile app stack. As an important layer in the software stack, mobile apps play a critically important role on power consumption of the platform. End users interact with apps directly and the apps directly affect the power profile of platforms. For app developers, one significant task is to write energy-efficient apps to reduce power consumption such that the device battery life time is extended.

Different apps can trigger the power usage of different hardware components like CPU, graphical component, storage media, network, sensors, etc. In the series of writing energy-efficient apps, we are going to discuss energy-efficient design guidelines for different hardware components. The guidelines are based on a series of best practices for case studies with the Windows Store apps, implemented by functions/classes in the new API set – Windows Runtime (aka WinRT).

In this article, we focus on the CPU power impact. We first address the processor power states and then discuss how CPU power is impacted by some WinRT API usages.

2. Processor Power States

Modern processors have multiple power states. These power states can be classified into two categories: active states and sleep states. The active state includes multiple performance states (aka P states) depending on the supply voltage/frequency. The sleep states include multiple C states (aka Cx states) depending on the power savings. Please refer to the specific IA-based processor specification document for the detailed definitions of active states and sleep states.

2.1 Active State

Active state (aka C0 state) means the processor is executing instructions. Active state includes multiple P states with different supply voltages / frequencies. A particular P state is associated with a specific supply voltage and frequency. Generally a higher P state is associated with a higher supply voltage and a higher frequency. The dynamic power consumption at a particular P state can be captured by this equation:

\[ P = C_{\text{dyn}} V^2 F \]

Here \( P \) is the dynamic power consumption of a particular P state. \( C_{\text{dyn}} \) represents the dynamic workload on CPU. \( V \) and \( F \) represent the supply voltage and frequency in the P state. The equation implies that the CPU consumes more dynamic power at a higher P state.
2.2 Sleep State
When the processor is idle, it enters the sleep state to save power. Many IA-based processors include multiple sleep states (aka Cx states) like C1, C2/C3, C5, C6, and C7. C1 state typically halts the processor due to no instruction execution. C2/C3 state, if present, offers improved power savings over C1 state. In C2/C3 state the processor’s cache remains on with major function units off. C5/C6/C7 state, if present, is the additional deep sleep states. From C1 state to C7 state, the processor power is reduced with longer wakeup latency.

2.3 Power State Management
The power states are managed by the processor driver and the operating system. To improve the power savings, a typical scheduling mechanism is widely performed. (Note that the scheduling mechanism on current operating systems and processor drivers is more complex than the described mechanism.) When the processor is active with low utilization, the processor is scheduled to enter a lower P state to save power in active state. When the processor idle residency time is long, the processor enters a deeper sleep state to save power. App developers can improve the performance of their applications to reduce the CPU utilization and use a less frequent timer to reduce CPU power consumption.

2.4 Experimental Setup
We have case studies on a typical timer usage in Windows Store app. The experiments were executed on an UltraBook with the 3rd generation Intel® Core™ processor and a clean Windows 8 RTM build. We utilized the Intel® Power Gadget to collect the processor package power. The display refresh rate of the platform is 60 frames per second (fps).

3. Timer Impact
Generally, higher frequency timers in applications can trigger more processor wakeups and thus lead to higher CPU utilizations. A periodic timer may have a big impact on the processor power. Here is a case study on the CPU power impact of a periodic timer implemented in a Windows Store app.

3.1 Create/cancel a Thread Pool Timer
Windows Runtime provides a ThreadPoolTimer class. The software timers in apps can be created by calling the CreateTimer or CreatePeriodicTimer functions in the class. The timers are widely utilized for thread creation in Windows Store apps. We implemented the periodic timer by calling CreatePeriodicTimer function.
The sample code shows how to use the API to create a periodic timer.

```csharp
private void CreatePeriodicTimer(object sender, RoutedEventArgs args)
{
    if (int.TryParse(PeriodMs.SelectionBoxItem.ToString(),
                    out ThreadPoolSample.PeriodicTimerMilliseconds))
    {
        ThreadPoolSample.PeriodicTimer =
            ThreadPoolTimer.CreatePeriodicTimer((timer) =>
            {
                System.Threading.Interlocked.Increment(ref
                    ThreadPoolSample.PeriodicTimerCount);
                Dispatcher.RunAsync(CoreDispatcherPriority.High, () =>
                {
                    ThreadPoolSample.PeriodicTimerScenario.
                        UpdateUI(Status.Completed);
                        
                });
            }, TimeSpan.FromMilliseconds(
                ThreadPoolSample.PeriodicTimerMilliseconds));
            //Do nothing or update XAML textbox
            UpdateUI(Status.Started);
    }
}
```

Sample Code 1. Create a periodic timer with `ThreadPoolTimer` class

The sample code shows how to use the API to cancel a periodic timer.

```csharp
private void CancelPeriodicTimer(object sender, RoutedEventArgs args)
{
    if (ThreadPoolSample.PeriodicTimer != null)
    {
        ThreadPoolSample.PeriodicTimer.Cancel();
        ThreadPoolSample.PeriodicTimerCount = 0;
        UpdateUI(Status.Canceled);
    }
}
```

Sample Code 2. Cancel a periodic timer with `ThreadPoolTimer` class

### 3.2 Periodic Timer Interval Impact

We compare the periodic timers with various interval settings fired without workload and with a simple XAML textbox UI update. Figure 1 plots the average processor package power consumption relative to the average processor idle power for various experiments.
When the periodic timers are fired without workload, the processor power consumption is close to the idle power even though the timer frequencies are different. This implies that the processor driver and operating system optimize the timer scheduling and maintain a low processor power for timers with light workload. When the periodic timers are fired with a simple UI update, as the timer interval setting decreases the processor power increases exponentially up to 1.72 times the processor idle power. From the power consumption trend, the app developer needs to know what is triggered by the periodic timer in his/her app. We recommend app developers choose a suitable timer interval to satisfy the app requirement with acceptable processor power overhead. Once the timer is not needed, the timer should be cancelled.

3.3 P and C State Residency

P state residency and C state residency indicate the time percentage when a processor stays in a particular P or C state during a time period. Generally, the summation of all the C state residencies (C0-C7) is equal to 100% and the summation of all the P state residencies (all P states) is equal to 100%. For the case study on a periodic timer fired with a simple XAML update, the P and C state residency information is summarized in table 1.
From Table 1, when the timer interval is set to a small value (5 or 16 milliseconds), the C7 residency values are all zeros. This is because the processor doesn’t enter the deepest sleep state because the timers are fired too frequently. The processor has to wake up from C6 state to update the UI. When the timer intervals are extended (20 or 100 milliseconds), the processor spends around 70% of the time in C7 state. Therefore, the processor’s power is reduced in sleep state.

The P state residency shows when the timer interval is set to small values the processor spends 100% of active time at a rated frequency. Note that the rated frequency is not the lowest P state. When the timer interval settings are extended, the processor has a chance to degrade to a lower P state. Therefore, the processor’s power is reduced in active state.

This means the software timer interval settings associated with the workload have a large impact on the P and C state residencies. We recommend app developers monitor the P and C state residencies to reduce the processor power caused by the application when the direct processor power measurement is not available.

### 4. ThreadPoolTimer versus DispatcherTimer

Windows Runtime provides another timer in the `Windows.UI.Xaml.DispatcherTimer` class. We compare the two timers for a simple XAML UI update. The `DispatcherTimer` provides a timer that is integrated into the `Dispatcher` queue, which is processed at a specified interval of time and at a specified priority.
4.1 Create/cancel a Dispatcher Timer

The *DispatcherTimer* is created as shown in the sample code below.

```csharp
private void CreateDispatcherTimer(object sender, RoutedEventArgs args)
{
    if (int.TryParse(PeriodMs.SelectionBoxItem.ToString(),
                     out ThreadPoolSample.PeriodicTimerMilliseconds))
    {
        dispatcherTimer = new DispatcherTimer();
        dispatcherTimer.Tick += UpdateUIwithDispatcherTimer;
        dispatcherTimer.Interval = TimeSpan.FromMilliseconds(
                                   ThreadPoolSample.PeriodicTimerMilliseconds);
        dispatcherTimer.Start();
    }
}
```

*Sample Code 3. Create a periodic timer with DispatcherTimer class***

```csharp
private void CancelDispatcherTimer(object sender, RoutedEventArgs args)
{
    dispatcherTimer.Stop();
}
```

*Sample Code 4. Cancel a timer with DispatcherTimer class***

4.2 UI Thread Frame Rate and Power Comparison

We implement the two timers in a Windows Store app to update a simple XAML textbox with various periodic timer interval settings. The UI thread frame rate and the processor power are compared in Figure 2. The lines represent the average processor package power consumption relative to the processor idle power. The bars represent the UI thread frame rate for the XAML textbox update.
The figure shows at a particular periodic timer interval setting the processor consumes less power for the `DispatcherTimer` implementation. This is because the `DispatcherTimer` class limits the UI thread frame rate and has a maximum update frame rate (30 fps) at half of the display refresh rate (60 fps). Therefore, we recommend app developers utilize `DispatcherTimer` class for UI updates.

5. Summary

In the article we explain the available processor power states. Then we discuss how to save CPU power in a Windows Store app. We expect developers can apply this guideline in the software development cycle.

6. Future Discussion

As mentioned in the introduction session, we will discuss the power impact of other hardware components in future articles in this series. We will address how to save power in other components for various types of Windows Store apps like graphical intensive apps, file-access based apps, network I/O-based apps, sensor usages, etc.
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